NORTH MARIN WATER DISTRICT
REGULATION 12
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE

a. Regulator Installation by Consumer

There are some areas of permanent and temporary high pressure within the District's system. In these areas where pressures at the meter exceed 80 pounds per square inch, it is the responsibility of the consumer at his expense to provide, operate and maintain any pressure regulating device he may desire or that may be required by local ordinances or plumbing codes.

b. Regulator Installation by District

If the District substantially increases pressure at any consumer's meter above 80 pounds per square inch for improvement of the general water system, or to provide service at higher elevations, the District will install or cause to be installed without expense to the consumer a pressure regulator to each consumer whose pressure has been increased. Upon installation, ownership of the regulator shall pass to the consumer who shall be responsible for its operation and maintenance.

c. High Pressure Application

Each new consumer connecting to an area of high pressure service shall be required to consent in writing to high pressure service.